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FOREWORD 

The Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory (LE:;L) of the National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS) furnishes technical support to the National !nstitute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice (NILECJ) program to strengthen law enfl'\"cement and criminal justice in the United States. 
LESL's function is to conduct research that will assist law enforcement and criminal justice 
agencies in the selection and procurement of quality equipment. 

LESL is: (1) Subjecting existing equipment to laboratory testing and evaluation and (2) 
conducting research leading to the development of several series of documents, including national 
voluntary equipment standards, user guides, and technical reports. 

This document is a law enforcement equipment report developed by LESL under the 
sponsorship of NILECJ. Additional reports as well as other documents are being issued under the 
LESL program in the areas of protective equipment, communications equipment, security systems, 
weapons, emergency equipment, investigative aids, vehicles and clothing. 

Technical comments and suggestions concerning this report are invited from all interested 
parties. They may be addressed to the author or to the Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory, 
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. 20234. 

Jacob J. Diamond, Chief 
Law Enforcement Standards Laboratory 
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JUROR RESPONSE TO PRERECORDED VIDEOTAPE TRIALS 
Elizabeth M. Robertson 

Center for Consumer Product Technology, Nalional1 B,mau of Standards, Washinglo1/, D.C. 20234 

This report is an analysis of the responses to an attitudinal questionnaire, returned by 278 jurors who 
had participated in prerecorded videotaped {PRV'IT} civil trials conducted in Ohio during 1975 and 1976. 
These trials differ from ordinary trials in two major respects: (1) The witnesses' testimony had been 
prerecorded for trial presentation and (2) the judge is not prcscnt during the videotape presentation. 

The resJlIlMes indicated a generally favorable reaction to the use of PRVTI. As an illustration, the 
respondents indicated (by a 2.4 to 1 ratio) a preference for a PRVTI over an ordinal) trial in a civil suit in 
which they were a litigant. I" contrast, there "'as an even split in indicated preference in the case of a 
crimina! tria! in '~hich they were the accused. 

~ Key word~: Civil trials; '.:ourtroom procedures; jurer attitudes; prerecorded videotaped tlinls; PRV'IT; trials, 
PRVTT; videotaped trials. 

INTRODUCTION 

Video recording has proven to be an effective tool for the legal community. The legal 
profession has used video recording as a. means of preparing witnesses and attorneys for trials, 
taking depositions, and obtaining demonstrative evidence such as a videotape of a malingering 
plaintiff engaged in strenuous activity, a re·enactment of an acddent, etc. [14].' Videotape 
evidence has been accepted in both civil and criminal trials, and many courts use videotape as a 
visual aid. Since video l'ecording preserves the demeanor, test~mony, statements, and comments of 
trial participants, sevetal court systems have used the videotape as the official court record in 
piace of the conventional typed transcr:pt. Recently, video recording. has been used to prepare 
prerecorded videotape trials (PRVTIs), probably the most challenging and dynamic use of this 
technology in the courtroom today. 

Prerecorded videotape trials were introduced in 1971. Since then the legal and scientific 
communities have been investigating the constitutionality issue, the behavioral factors, and the 
time, cost, and administrative efficiency involved in the process [5,7,8.10,i4]. 

In his introduction to the published proceedings of a symposium on the use of videotape in 
the courtroom, retired Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court Tom C. Clark stated, "I am 
told there have been well over 4000 depositions taken on videotape and that there have been 
several hundred trials in which videotape testimony has been used'" [3J. 

Ohio was the first state to extend the use of videotape beyond the recordi,g of depositions. 
The first of many PRVTTs was held in the Sandusky, Ohio (Erie County), Cour{ of Common Pleas 
on November 18, 1971. Erie County continues to make extensive use of PRVTI on a routine basis 
for civil trials under Superintendence Rule 15 of the Supreme Court of Ohio [17J. Wisconsin also 
permits the entire trial to be videotaped, as of January 1, 1976, under the Wisconsin Rules of 
Videotape Procedure. The use of PRVTT was extended to criminal trials by the State of Indiana. 
Judge John B. Wilson, Jr., Marion County, !ndiana, Criminal Court IV, held his first PRVTI in a 
criminal case on August 19, 1974, [18J. and continued to utilize PRVTI on a limited basis until 
December 31, 1978. 

Judge James L. McCrystal of Erie County, Ohio, has conducted a suhstantial number of 
PRVTIs in his court. To assess juror response to these trials, he devised a questionnaire and 
administered it to the participating jurors. Responses were obtained from 278 of the jurors 
surveyed. 

I NumbeR in brackets rder to Inc referencel on page 17. 
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The purpose of this report is to provide an analYf'is of the replies to the questionnaires 
administered by Judge McCrystal. The information presented in this report should be of particular 
interest to those considering the use of PRVTT in \!ourt systems under their jurisdiction. 

Recording Procedures 

A major difference between a PRVTT and a live trial is the m~nner in which objections by 
counsel are handled. In a live trial, the proceedings are interrupted each time it becomes necessary 
for the judge to rule on testimony admissibility or other legal matters. In some cases, the jury is 
remowd from the courtroom while a wilnes!'> provides iest;muny .;ubject to previous objection. in 
other cases, the judge sustains the objection and the witness is not permitted to answer the 
question. In the (:ase of a PRVTT, all testimony is presented and counsel need not enter their 
objections until the testimony is completed. Each obj,ection is ruled upon by the judge and, if the 
objection IS l;ustained, that portion of testimony is 'lIot shown to the jury during the 'trial. 

The exact manner in which the PRVTT is prepared varies somewhat from olle court system 
to another. Erie County uses two separate video recording studios; one operated by the Erie 
County Bar Association, the other by the lay; firm of Ylurray & Murray. In Trumbull County, 
Ohio, the PRVTTs are recorded by a private contract studio. All have similar equipment. The two 
cameras used are 10C{,ted at one end of a table. The witness is seated at the other end of the table 
between the prosel'uaion and defense attorneys. The camera technician has a special-effects 
generator, so that he can display the pictures from both cameras on the television monitor at the 
same time, by either the split screen or the corner insert technique. In addition. a time-date 
generator is e.sed to continuously record the exact time and date of the recording. 

After the witness is sworn in, he is instructed to completely answer all questions that are 
asked. Should either attorney ubject, the technician notes the time at which the objection was 
made. Thl! judgc is not present when the testimony is recorded. However, prior to holding the 
PHVTT, he reviews each tape, and rules upon each objection. 

Marion County, Indiana, Criminal Court Division IV used a slightly different procedure. The 
witness and both attorneys were brought into the courtroom. The equipment consisted of three TV 
cameras, one in the center of the courtroom fixed upon the judge's bench, and one along each side 
of the courtroom equipped witt a remote pan-and-tilt mount. All three had remotely t:ontrolled 
zoom lenses. The control ro.) .. .is separate from the courtroom. Again, use was made of a time
date generator and a special-effects generator. In contrast to Ohio practice, the judge was pr~sent 
during the recording of all testimony. The witness answered all questions before objections were 
made, and the judge ruled upon the matter at that time. If evidence was ruled inadmissible, he 
provided immediate instructions to the technician as to exactly what testimony was to be removed 
from th~ tape when it was prepared for presentation to the jury. 

PRVTT Presentation 

The proponents of PRVIT generally cite two factors as the major advantages of its use; the 
judge and jury know in advance exactly how long the trial testimony will last. and the verdict will 
not be influenced by the jury hearing testimony that has been ruled inadmissible. 

The PRVTT is held in a courtroom just as if it were a live trial. Once the jury has been 
impaneled and the members take their seats in the jury box, the judge provides guidance to the 
jury to make them aware of the fact that the trial wiII be a PRVTT, and to verify that the 
individual jurors are willing to accept this type of trial without prejudice. The standard statement 
read by the Erie County Jud!!,,~ is given in appendix A. The judge then reads a second statement 
that further explains PRVTT and details the behavior that is expected of the jurors while they 
view the trial (app. B). The opening statements of the prosecution and defense are not recorded on 
videotape. Simillu procedures were used by the Marion County, indiana, Criminal Court for its 
PRVTTs. 

When the PRVTT is displayed on the monitors for the jury, tho:: judge leaves the courtroom. 
The trial lawyers are free to remain in the courtroom or leave as they choose; however, they are 
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not permitted to comment or participate in the actual trial. This procedure was used in both Ohio 
and Indiana. 

The technkal trt:atlllent of recorded inadmissible testimony was handled differently by eacr. 
court system. In Ohio the video recorder toohnician presents the original tape to the jury, but 
blocks out both the video and sound portions of inadmissible festimony. In Marion County. 
Indiana, the technician showed an edited tape r the trial, from which the inadmissible testimony 
had h.::en deleted. 

The particular procedure used in presentmg a PRVTI to a jury (that is, the blocking-out or 
the editing-out of inadmissible testimony) does not appear to hr.n an effect upon jurors' 
acceptanr.e of PRV'IT. Individulli court systems may wish to experiment with both procedures and 
select that which work" best for them. 

The experience to date in both Ohio and Indiana tends to indicate that one should not 
require the jury to concentrate on a PRVTT for much longer than one to one and one-half hours 
without a re3t period, because the jurors have difficulty in maintaining concentration for hnger 
periods. 

Prior Research 

Numerous studies haw' been conducted to explore the possible effects of PRVIT. Among the 
questions thet have been addressed are the following. 

e What are the jurors' attitudes? 

• What are the !J.ttitucies of the judges and attornt'Ys? 

" What is the effect of including or deleting inadmissible testimony? 

• What is the effect of a dual docket system (live and PRVTT) on time and administrative 
efficiency? 

• What is the effect on jurors' retention of information? 

• What is the effect on witnesses' attitudes? 

Much of the data developed seems to support the general acceptability of the civil PRVIT, though 
many questions remain to be resolved. For example, is the constitutional right to due process 
being upheld? Some of the conclusions that researchers have reached include the following: 

• jurors prefer PRVTI for themselves (9) 

" courtroom communication between trial participants and jurors is not an j&~~e [II] 

• jurors' responses are not influenced by including or deleting inadmissible testimony !I3] 

'" criminal PRVTTs are both just and expedient [6] 

• PRVTfs quickly reduce crowded civil dockets [9J 

• videotape technology is well received for demonstrative evidence and depositions [15] 

CONDUCT OF THE SURVEY 

Survey Sample 

A. four-page form containing 24 questions (app. C) was maned to each member of a jury that 
had recently participated in a PRVTT presided over by Judge McCrystal. Each juror who wished 
to do so completed the questionnaire and mailed it back to the court. No record was kept of the 
number of questionnaires mailed nor of the return rate. This procedure, known as cOllvenience 
sampling, does not constitu~e umdom sampling of the jurors. Since random sampling is the basis 
of most statistical tests, the results of the present data analysis are simply descriptive of the jurors 
who returned questionnaire and not of jurors in general. 
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Que~tionntlire 

The questionnaire was designed to elicit feelings, attitudes .. opinions, and judgments about 
various facets of both live and PRVTT courtroom techniques. The responses of jurors having prior 
live trial experience (question #1) a;e considered to be .iudgments based on that expeIience, while 
the responses of jurors without prior Jive trial experieilce ;are considered to be opinions. The 
interpretation of the responses to some questions, particularly 14 and 15, may be ambiguous 

because they are stated in a limiting or leading manner. For example, question 15 lists "less 
emotional for jurors" as a disadvantage whereas some iurors may consider this an advantage. 

Data Analysis 

The respom,es to the questionnaires were treated in itwo stages. First. the data were tabulated; 
as many of the responsl's as could conveniently be so treated are summarized in appendix C. It 
should be noted that not a single question \"as responded to by 100 percent of the responding 
jurors. 

The data were then analyzed to determine whet~':!er there were any relationships between the 
replies to two or more questions, e.g., between the \'esponses to a particular question and the age, 
sex, oecupation, elc., of the jurors. Each pussibJ'4 relationship was stated in the form of a null 
hypothesis, Le., that there was 110 ~uch relationstlip. The chi-square statistic was then calculated to 
determine whether or not that stated lack of relationship was valid. with a probable error of 0.05. 
If the calculated chi-square was found to be too large to be accounted for by chance alone, the null 
hypothesis. was rejecteil and the relationship er,tablishecl as statistically significant. 

Characteristics olF the Jurors 

There was only d limited amount of demographic information on these jurors: age sex, and 
oc('upation. The Mann-Whitney (1' or W) test [16] was used te; determine whether the sample of 
jurors could be ('onsidered a random sample drawn from the U.S. population. Using 1970 Census 
Bureau data for the 1J .S. population over age 18, the test, at the 0.05 level of significance. failed 
to indicate that the jurors differed from the U.S. population in occupation. Chi-square tests 
comparing the ages and the percentages of males versus females in the sample to that in the U.S. 
population also showed no significant difference at the 0.05 level of significance. These results 
suggest that the Juror sample was a reasonable cross-s~tion of Americans by age, or.cupation and 
sex. 

The characteristics of the jurors can be summarized as follows: 

• 
• 
• 

The median reported age was 46 and the average age was 45; 1 percent did not reply. 

49 percent were males; 50 percent were females; 1 percent did not reply. 

58 percent worked for wages; 24 percent were housewives; 10 percent were retired; 1 
percent were not working; and 6 percent did not reply. 

JUROR REACTION TO THE PRVn PRESENTATION 

The jurors agreed that the physical aspects and the viewing of a videotaped trial were 
accept:Jble. The overwhelming majority could clearly see the presentation 11.t all times (88%), could 
see the witnesses well enough to evaluate their testimony (89%), and were satisfied with the use of 
the courtroom for the presentation (96%). Two-thirds (66%) of the jurors noticed people moving in 
and out of the courtroom but only one-quarter (23%) of them found this distracted. Even fewer 
(19%) said their attention wandered either "somewhat" or "quite a bit." 

Most of the jurors (87%) responded to the open-ended question, "What was your response to 
the setting in which the testimony was recorded?" The great majority (74%) of the 278 jurors 
were positive towards the setting. An analysis by sex revealed that 81 percent of the men and 70 
percent of the women answered positively. 
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Only a few of the jurors (24%) thought that cclor TV would improve their assessment of the 
testimony. Even fewer (14%) had difficulty viewing the presentation. Of those 14 percent, about 
half were bothered by noise in the courtroom and glare on the monitors. Some of their other 
difficulties were: 

• poor picture quality "{ persons (2.5%j 

• poor sound quality 7 persons (::.:5%) ., 
distance from the monitor 6 personb (2.2%\ 

• focus of the monitor 6 persons (2.2%) 

0 lighting e.nv glare 5 persons (l.B%) 

0 eyesight of the juror 8 persons (2.9%) 

• insufficient monitors 3 persons {Ll%} 

• length of videotape presentation 1 person (0.4%) 

Judge Wilson of Marion County, Indiana, received similar responses during informal 
interviews with jur-ors who participated in PRVTT in his court [18]. The jurors' major complain~s 
dealt with the quality of the photogn.l.phy and the sound. These jurors liked the use of the split
sl!reen techniflue to simult!mclH!siy display the pictures of the persons asking and answering the 
questions. There was also an expressed preference for large screen display. but the picture on the 
smaller monitor was considered to be sharper. 

JUROR RS~CTiON TO THE USE OF PRVTT 

fhe Jurors were asked in question 18 whether, in their opinioh, there was a 'significant 
difference' between a live trialund a videotaped trial. Half (51%, of the juror,) believed there was 
a significant difference, 44 percent did not and 5 percent dId not respond. Slightly more than half 
(56%) of the jurors who believed there was a significant difference were women. 

In question 5 the jurors were asked whether tJ.ey felt more or Jess involved with the 
witnesses than if the trial had been live. AfJ. is shown in table I, the responses indicated that the 
jurors were equa!ly divided: 48 percent felt more or the same involvement and exactiy the same 
nllmber felt less involved. Of those who felt less involved, 66 percent believed there was a 
significant difference between a live and a videotaped trial (see table 2). 

280-630 0 • 79 • 2 

TABLE 1. Jurors" feelings of invo/vemellt 
with witnesses (Question 5) 

Feelings of involvement 

Less involved 
More or same involvement 
No response 

5 

AU jurors 
I'fo) 

48 
4!l 
4 
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TAUU: 2. Relationship between juron' feelings of involvement 
with witne.lSes and tlleir perception of a significant 

difference between PR V1T and live trials (Q"pstionJ .5 & J 8) 

F~e1ings of involvemeNt 

More or same il\vol~emel1t 
Less involvl'ment 

Perception of difference 

Th".c who saw 
a difference 

(<fc.) 

37 
6b 

ThosO' I"ho 3UW 

no difrert',,~e 

(~'c) 

63 
34 

Question 10 asked the jurors whether they perceived any differenf,e between a live trial and 
a videotaped triai that affected th::-il ability to concentrate on the testimony or on the proceedings 
in general. As is shown in table 3, most of the jurors favored videutaped trials: 51 percent felt that 
a PRVTI w,as less confusing and 45 percent felt that it made it easier to concentrate. On ihe othe.· 
hand, 31 percent felt that it was easier to oroncentr<>te in a li~~' -ial. and 9 perorent felt that a live 
trial was less confusing, Note that jurors could select more than 0.,' ,'''sponse to this question. 

TABLE 3. Jurors' perception of tlleir relati. r ability to 
concentrate on the testimony in a PR VTr and a live trial (Question J 0) 

--------------------
Perception of 

ability to concentrate 

PR v'n trinl-
ea,ier to concentrate 
less confusing 

Live trial-
easier to concentrnte 

less confusing 

No response/ other 

All juror. 
(%) 

45 
51 

31 
9 

12 

Most (88%) of the small number of jurors who felt that live trials were less confusing and 70 
percent of those who found them more conducive to concentration also saw a significant difference 
between PRVTI and live trials. However, the bulk of the jurors, who felt that P'RVTI were less 
wnfusing and more conducive to concentration, were about evenly split in their perception as to 
whether there was a significant difference between PRV11 and live trials, aB shown in table 4. 
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TAnt~: 4, Relalion,.hip bet.',e" jurors' perception oj their 
abilitl to concentmte 111 the /ei/imony wid the';r 

perception rf a signifiraM dif/rrellcr Imwl:t'n I'R r 7T 
(lnd live trials I Qu<>stio/!S to '* lB) 

---.---.,------
Perception of djff<~ren{'c 

J ururs I,h" saw J uroy, whu salV 

P"rI'(-ptlOli uf n dlffl (~nre 110 diff~l'en,-" 

ahility til ,"Ull"l'ntrnt" ,~) ri} 

Liyf' trials-
(~a~ier tn {':~;'Ii'entrate 70 28 
Ie" ('f)nfusinr.: 88 12 

I'I!V'IT-
('(ll'\ll'"r to concentrate 5·1- .1-4 

Ie" rnnfu"inr.: "-8 50 

No 
re'pon,e 

r'7cl 

2 
0 

2 

Almost all jurors (94%) ide:lltified one or niore advantages nf PRvTI in response to question 
14. The jurors' votes on the ilu{;Gtsted advanta~es were in ihi" order: 

4! less time taken in ,he courtroom 74 pt1rcent 

• I('ss confusing 51 pt:rcent 

• easier for jurors to concentrate 49 percent 

" less anxiety for the witnesses 44 percent 

In contrast only 63 per-cent of the jurors identified one or more disadvantages of PRVTI in 
response to questioll IS, Arranged in order, the jurors' votes on the sugge~!ted disadvantages were: 

• I~s emot.ional for jurors 39 percent 

• more difficult for jurors to concentrate 23 percent 

fi jurors are not as confident in their 
decision 18 percent 

.., more confuslng for the jurors 7 percent 

When the responses to questions 14 and 15 were analyzed by jurors' perception of I! 

significant difference hetween PRvrr and live tri,ils (questkml 18), some consistency of attitude 
appeared. As is shown in ~able 5, those whc 511'1\' disadvantages to PRVTI were more likely to see 
significant differences between PRV-rr and live trials. 

As noted before, the responses to questions 14 and IS may be ambiguous because the 
questions wen.! stated (n a limited or leading manner. For instance, the disadvantage "less 
emotional for jut~r" may well have appeared as an advantage to many of the jurors. 
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TABLE 5. Relationship beMeen perception 0/ ndvr!ntages and 
ciisadvantages 0/ a PRVTT and prrception 0/ a significant 

difftrena between PR 1'IT and live trials (Questions 14. 15 & 18) 

Pem'plion of difference 

Jurors who Jurors who 
Perception of sal, a saw no 
advantages and differencl' difference 
disadvantage5 ('7r) ('7r) 

Advantages-
less time in courtrtJom 55 45 
less confusing 52 47 
"a"ier to concentrate 53 45 
nol as anxiety provoking for juror; 59 37 

Disadvantages-
less emotional for jurors 47 52 
more confu~ing for jurors 84 16 
difficult 10 coneentrale 68 30 
lack of confidence in deci,iun 76 22 

111 question 16 the jurors were asked to compare the PRVTI courtroom atmosrhere to either 
their prior experience as jurors or their e>'pectations of the atmosphere of a live trial. Of the 63 
perl'ent of the jurors who responded, only 13 percent (8% of all the jurors) felt that the 
atmosphere was worse than that of a live trial. 

Generally positive attitudes towards several aspects of the P]{VTI are evident from the 
following additional responst's: 

• 

• 

.. 

Almost all (94%) agreed that the absence of the judge did not affe::t the trial in any way 
(question 17). 

Most (69%) did not waIlt any other parts of the trial taped, while 13 perc;.'nt gave no 
response (question 13). 

The 18 percent who wanted other palis of the trial videotaped gave almost equal votes to 
all 5 of the parts sUgfested in question 13. 

As is shown in table 6, a majority (6i%) of the jurors said they would prefer a videotaped 
trial if they were involved in a civil trial similar to the one they viewed. If the sam!: jurors were 
the accused in a criminal trial, however, there would be an even split (41 to 40%) between those 
who preferred a PRVTT to those who preferred Ii live trial. 

TAIII.E 6. Juror dedared pre/em:ce lor a PRI7T or live 
itial in which thry were involved (Questiolls J 9 & 20) 

No difference 
I'RVTT Live Irial or undecided 

Preference (%) (%) (%) 

In a civil trilll 61 25 8 
I n a criminal trial 41 40 10 

8 

No response 
(%) 

6 
9 
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The nearly equally divided responses of this group of Ohio jurors, whc. had experienced a 
civil PRVTI only, toward the use I)f PRVTI for criminal trials cOlltrast sharply with the expressed 
sentiments of Indiana jurors. When Judge Wilson interviewed jurors who had participated in 
Indiana criminal PRVIT in his court, there was a unanimous preference for P'RVTI over a live 
trial [181. 

As is shown in table 7, most jurors who declared a preference for a live trial for them!!e1ves 
also felt that there was a significant difference between PRVIT and live trials. On the other hand, 
a majority of th')se who declared a preference for a PRVIT for themselves fdt that there was no 
significant difference between PRVIT and live trials. Th;s was true for both civil and criminal 
trials. 

'fABLE 7. Perreption 0/ a signifirant diflerenre be/ween 
PRVTT and live trials among jurors who preferred one or the 

other type of trial/or Ihemselves (Qllestions 18. 19 & 20,) 

Declared 
preference 

Uve trial 
PRVTI 

Declared 
prefl'renre 

Live trial 
PRVTI 

Civil trial 

See a 
significant 

difference 

80 
47 

Criminal trial 

See a 
significant 

difference 

73 
43 

See no 
significant 

difference 

20 
53 

See no 
significant 

difference 

27 
57 

A very similar picture emerges from an inquiry into the sex of those jurors who declared a 
preference for one or the other type of trial for themselves. Those who declared a preference for a 
live trial were preponderantly female while a majority of those who preferred a PRVIT were male. 
'lhe data are detailed in table 8, and are similar for both civil and criminal trials. 

TABLE. 8. Sex distribution (1/ jurors ",ito preferred a PRVTT 
or a live trial lor themsel~cs (Questions 19, 20 & 22) 

Declared 
preference 

Live trial 
PRVTI 

Declared 
orefel'enr.e 

i.'ve trial 
PR1"t1I' 

Civil trial 

Sex of respondents 

Female 
(%) 

71 
45 

Chll'.i:uU trial 

Sex of respondents 

Female 
(%) 

9 

67 
44 

Male 
(%) 

29 
54 

Male 
(%) 

33 
55 
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An analysis of the ages of those jurors who declared a preference for either a PRV1T or a 

live trial for themselves gave the results shown in tables 9 and 10. Those who preferred a PRVIT 
or who had no preference tended to be over 40, but those who preferred a live trial were about 
equally divided into the two age groups. Age 40 was chosen as the divider to permit a comparison 
with Bermant's results [1]. discussed below. 

TABU: 9. Age distribution of jurors who stated a preference 
for either a PR ~7T or a live d"j[ trial for thrmselves 

(Questions 19 & 21) 

Ages of responllenls 

Declared -tD or under Ov~r 40 

preference (%) 

Live trial 51 
PHVTI 33 
No difference 36 

TAIlLE 10. Age distribution of jurors who expressed a 
preference for either 11 PR rrf or 11 fi"e criminal /rI' . 

for Ihemsrl.·cs (Questions 20 & 2/.! 

Ages of respond~nls 

(%) 

49 
67 
64 

De"lared 40 or under Over 40 
preference (%) (%) 

I.in· Irinl 52 48 
PHVTI 25 75 
1'>" difference aa 67 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRIOR LIVE TRIAL EXPERIENCE 
AND RESPONSES TO SIX SURVEY QUESTIONS 

The examination of all juror responses, discusseo above, revealerl a general acceptance of 
preference for PRVTf. The following section discusses the effect pf priul live trial experience on 
;uror responses. 

The respondents were divided into three experience groups: 

1. 224 jurors had had no prior trial experience. 

2. 47 jurors had had prior live trial experience. 

3. 7 jurors had had prior PRVTT experience. 

The third group of 7 jurors was not included in the following analysis. The responses of the 
second group of 47 jurors were considered to be judgments based on experience with both PRVTT 
and live trials. In contrast, the responses of the first group of 224 jurors were considered to bi! 
statements based on their assumptions about how they might feel about live trials. 

As is shown in table 11, the jurors with prior live trial experience were somewhat older than 
those without such experience, and had a slightly greater proportion of males. 

10 
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TABLE 11. RelatiollShip be/ween pn'or lrial experient:e and 
Ihe age t!nd sex ojlhe jurors (Questions I. 21 & 22) 

Avera~e Age Percentage 
Prior trial experien~e (years) of males 

Live trial experience 54 53 
No prior experience '43 48 
AU jurors in sample 45 50 

The six survey questions addressed in this analysis were: 

• feelings of involvement with witnesses (Qt:estion 

• ability to concentrate (Question 10) 

• courtroom atmosphere (Question 16) 

• significant difference between the two types of trials (Question 13) 

• preference for trial mode in a civil trial (Question 19) 

.. preference for trial mode in a criminal trial (Question 20) 

As is shown in table 12, a clear majority of the jurors with prior live trial experience (62%) 
felt less involvement in a PRVTT than they had felt in a live trial. Exactly half of the jurors 
without prior trial experience stated that they felt more or the same involvement than if the trial 
had been live, while a slightly smaller percentage (44%) felt less involvement. 

A majority of the jurors in both prior.experience groups indicated tha~ 't was easier to 
concentrate and less confusing in a PRVTT (Question 10). When asked to compare the PIiVTT 
courtroom atmosphere to that of a live trial, both groups responded similarly in Ihat many more 
jurors thought the PRVTI atmosphere was the same or better than that of a live trial, '1nd few 
perceived it as worse. However, 55 percent of those with prior live experience thought this in 
contrast to the,44 percent of those without that experience. 

On the question of significant difference between PRVTI and live trials (Question 18), the 
two groups differed considerably. Those with no prior trial experience were evenly split in their 
opinions. while the experienced jurors felt (by a 3 to 2 ratio) that there was a signiflca:>t 
difference. 

When asked if they would prefer PRVTI to live trials jf they were involved in a civil cao;e 
(Question 19). the majority of both experience groups voted for PRVTI while less than a third 
voted for live trials. There was no difference in the replies of the two experience groups. 

On the question of whether they would prt::fer a PRVTI or a live tria! if they were the 
accused in a criminal trial (Question 20) there was again a marked differenee between the two 
groups. Those with prior live trial experience preferred a PRVTT to :1 live by a ratio of more than 
2 to 1. while those with no prior trial experience were almost evenly split in their preference. 

It is also of interest that the stated preferences for PRVTI and for live trials hy jurors with 
prior live trial experience were essentially the same for civil and for criminal trials. In contrast, 
the replies of those without prior trial experience differed considerably for civil and for criminal 
trials. 

While these replies are indicative. it should be noted that chi-square tests sho\l'ed that the 
two experience groups differed from each other significantly only in their replies to question 20 
concerning preference for a criminal trial. 
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TABLE 12. Relationship bet"'WI juror response to su"'ey 
questioilS and their prior live trial experience 

Prior trial experience 

Live trial No prior 

Questions and eXllerience experience 

responses (o/c) (%) 

Feelings of involvement (Question 5) 
More or same 36 50 
Less 62 44 

Ability to con£entrate* (Que.tion 10) 
Easier to concentrate in PRVTT 53 43 
PRVTT le~s confusing 45 52 
Easier to concentrate in live trial 36 29 
Live trial less confusing 9 10 

Courtroom atmosphere (Question 16) 
Better or same 55 44-
Worse 6 6 
Other comments 14 12 
No response 25 38 

Significant difference between PRVTT 
and live trial (Question 18i 

Significant difference 62 48 
No significant differenre 38 47 
No response 0 5 

Preference in a civil trial (Question 19) 
Prefer PR VTT 57 62 
Prefer live trial ao 24-
No difference (Jr undecided 6 8 
1'1 resllonse 6 5 

Preference in a ('riminal trial 
(Question 20) 

Prefer PRVTI' 57 37 
Prefer live trial 25 43 
No difference or undecided 6 )() 

No response 8 9 

,. Jumrs could selm more chan one retpom,ro. 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWE;i;N AGE, SEX, OCCUPATION AND PRIOR JURY 
EXPERIENCE AND RESPONSES TO FIVE SURVEY QUESTIONS 

The responses to questions 5, 17, 18, 19 and 20 were ap led to determine the effect on 
juror response of age, sex, prior jury experience (either live or f IT) and occu9ation. 

The five survey questions addressed in this analysis were: 

• 
• 
o 

• 

• 

feelings of involvement with witnesses (Question 5) 

judge's absence from courtroom during trial (Question 17) 

significant difference between the two types of trials (Question 18) 

jurors' preferen~e for a PRVTI or a live trial, if they were involverl in a civil trial 
(Question 19) 

jurors' preference for a PRVIT or a live trial if they were the accused in a criminal trial 
(Question 20). 
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As is shown in table 13, the older the juror, the more likely he was to state that his feelings 
of involvement with the witnesses were either greater than or the same in a PR VIT as they would 
have been in a live trial. Conversely, the younger the juror, the more likely he was to state that his 
feeling.s of involvement were less in a PRVIT. 

TABLE 13. Relationship belll'een jurors' ages and their 
feeling of involvement with witnesses (Questions 5 & 2 J) 

Feeling of involvement 

More or same 

involvement Less involvement 

Age of respondents (%) (%) 

Below 31 29 71 
31-40 44 54 
41-50 40 53 
51-60 62 33 
Over 60 72 26 

Table 14 shows a similar relationship between the age of a juror and hi? likelihood to prefer 
a PRVTT to a live trial for himself if he were the accused in a criminal trial. The older the juror, 
the greatl'r his likelihood to prefer a PRVIT; the younger the juror, the greater his likelihood to 
prefer a live trial. 

Below 31 
:i1-40 
41-50 
SI-60 
Ov~r 60 

T~Ul.F. 14. Rc/,,[ion_,hip /i,-MC"II juror_' , (J~"s "nd [h,>ir 
1"'1m>lIc,> for" PH 171' , .... a /i,"> 'ri"l ill /I criminal 

[rial in II'hirh flier ... cre ,IIe "cruJed IQlle.'liOl/s 20 & 2 J) 

PRV.'''(' 
('k) 

LiVl' trial 
('k) 

No differcnt'c 
(%) 

25 
29 
44-
52 
63 

60 
56 
:l8 
31 
20 

6 
4 

10 
o 
3 

There were clear relationships betwet;n jurors' sex and their trial mode preference in both 
civil and criminal trials in which they were personally involved. For civil trials, both sexes 
preferred PRVIT, bllt males' preference was far stronger. For criminal trials, males preferred the 
PRVTI while females preferred the live trial (see tables 15 and 16). 
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TABLE 15. Relationship be/ll'een jurors' sex lind their stated 
preference [or a PR V1T or a five trial in a civil trial in 

which they were inwJllled (Questions 19 & 22) 

Stated preference 

PRVTI Live trial No difference 
Sex ('7r) ('7r) (%) 

Female 54 36 0 
Mele 67 15 (, 

TARLE 16. Relationship between jurors' sex anti their 51atf'd 
preference [or a PR ~ Tf or a /i.'e trial in Cl rriminal trial 

in which the.}' were the acrused (Questions 2IJ & 22) 

Slated preferen"e 

PRVTT Livc tnal No diffl'rrRl'(' 
Sex ('if) ('f,) (<7,) 

Female :~5 5·~ 0 
Male 46 2~ , , -;-

COMPAM.ISON TO EARUER SURVEY 

Using the samp questionnaire. with one additional question, Gordon Bermant [1] surveyed 76 
jurors in Erie County, Ohio. who had just participated in 14 land apnropriation civil trials held in 
1973. The major results are listed below: 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 

Demographic characteristics of the jurors: 

1. 55 percent male; 45 pen'ent female. 

2. Median age = 47 years. 

3. 95 percent employed; 5 percent retired or unemployed. 

4 :~2 percent had prior live trial experienee and 2 perrent had prior PRVTI 
experience. 

Favorable responses were return('d on questions about camera work and viewing 
conditions. 

63-70
2 

percent reported it was easier to CtlUeentrate on PRVTT; 20 percent were slightly 
distrarted. 

76 percent would choose a civil PRVTT. 

43 percent would choose a criminal PRVTI'; 26 perrent of those under age 40 and 65 
perrent of thore over 40 would do so. 

The results of the current !-itudy were similar to Bermant'!; resull" in most respects. The 
demographic characteristics of the jurors were similar, bat there was a difference in the number of 

:tHrrmant "tlurl] that Ihll't Jlf'r(·rntaj.tl' \'arlt'1J "'Ilh lilt" nmll't.1 In ~huh Ihl" 'lut".Ulln ::arm.f'. but (hd nlll t"IIllmr311" un thl" n'a!l()n olher than 10 allrlhult> II In prior Juror 
t"\l'l·rarn ... •. 
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jurors surveyed (278 vs. 76). Also. in Bermant's study more of the people had had prior live trial 
experience; 32 percent versus 17 percent in this study. In both 3tudies the reactions to the camera 
work and viewing conditions were favorable, and the differences between PR V'IT and live trials 
were viewed as favorable to PRVTT. Both groups found it easier to concentrate during a eRV'IT 
and only a few were distracted. In both studies there was a tendency for the jurors over 40 til 
prefer PRV'IT and for the younger jurors to prefer live trials for themselves in criminal trials. In 
the Berman! study more jurors (76%) preferred videotape for a civil trial than did jurors in this 
study (61 %). Juror preference for PRVTI in a criminal trial in the earlier study (43%) and in this 
study (44%) were essentially identical. 

SUMMARY 

This report gives an analysis of the dat8. obtained in reoponse to a survey questionnaire 
administered by Judge Mc'crystal of Erie County, Ohio. 

Despite their shortcomings, these data are descriptive of how a substantial number of jurors 
felt about PRV'IT. They give some insight into the relationships between jurors and witnesses, and 
certain variables which influence jurors' attitudes. One of the more interesting comparisons was 
between PRV'IT jurors who had previously participated in live trials and those who had had no 
such experience. 

The majority of jurors who responded to this questionnaire were very much in favor of the 
PRV'IT techniq:le as presented in Erie and Trumbull County courts and would prefer PRVTI in a 
civil trial in ,..,hich they were involved. In contrast, there was no majority for either mode of 
presentat\~it in t' criminal trial. Perhaps requiring the respondents to assume they were the 
accused made it mOi'~ difficult for them to answer that question. However, there was a small but 
eonsistent minority who felt less involved with the witnesses in a PRVTT and who felt that a live 
trial was less confusing and easier to concentrate upon than was a PRV'IT. These jurors also 
tended to be those who felt there was a significant difference between the two trial modes. Sinc{l a 
large majority of the jurors had not had prior jury experipnce, these jurors' attitudes were not 
formed from direct experience with live trials, They may have been influenced by any number of 
unknown variables such as their attitude towards televisiun, expectatior of high emotional content 
or difficulty in viewing the monitor. These same jurors might have voted differentlY if they had 
seen a live trial prior to the PRV'IT. 

When jurors' responses were analyzed by live trial experience, there was a statis~ically 

slgnifjrant difference between their trial mode preference in a criminal trial. When the responses 
were analyzed by the age, sex, occupation and prior jury experience of the jurors (either live or 
PRVTI) it appeared that only age affected feelings of involvement with witnesses. The sex of the 
jurors affected their preference for a civil trial mode, while both age and sex affected their 
preference for a criminal trial mode. 

The variables of ag6, sex and prior live trial experience tended to affect the jurors' attitude 
towar~ PRV1i'. Women jUlors .lnd jurors under 40 tended to nut prefer (or to less prefer) 
PRV'IT. The data also indicated that jurors with prior live trial experience tended to be older and 
male. It seems reasonable that jurors who are s13rying a second time would be oUer than jurors 
serving a first ~ime. Why there would be more males than f~males in the experienced group is not 
clear. 

Since the responses analyzed in this stmiy constitute a convenience sample rather than 11 

random sample, the results cannot be generalized to all jurors. There is a possibility, for example, 
that only jurors with strong opinions on PRVTT bothered to return their questionnaires. However, 
the results are indicative and warrant further investigation. 
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DISCUSSION 

This exploration of jurors' reactions to PRVTT suggested that their age, sex, and prior live 
trial experience had an effect on their responses to the questionnaire. Future research should 
attempt to clarify the effect of these variables on preference for PRVTI in both civil and criminal 
trials by addressing the following points: 

1. the effect .of prior trial experience 
2. the effect of jurors' age and sex 
3. the effect of styles of editing and projection 
4. the effect of television viewing habits 
5. the expectation of differences between live and prerecorded trials. 

It will be necessary to develop a more objective questionnaire and to more carefully select the 
juror sample. Bermant pointed to some of the same research needs in his critique of a 1975 
symposium on the use of videotape in the courtroom. Additionally, he suggested the need to 
extend research to actual trials, to standardize the research, and to get the cooperation of all trial 
participants. Of most value is a testable hypothesi~ he tendered: "the more evenly balanced or 
ambiguous the legal issues on the two sides of a case, the more influential will be the extra·legal 
factore in the case including the medium through which the caE'e is presented to the jury" f2J. 

There is no doubt, based upon this analysis, that individuals who believe there is a 
significant difference are more inclined to be negative to the special characteristics of PRVTI; 
however, this feeling does liOt prevent many of them from stating a preference for PRVTT for civil 
trials. The question is, do those who believe there is a significant difference mean the obvious, 
that viewing a monitor is not the same as having the witness present, or du they mean that the 
testimony itself is of a different character'? Further, does the feeling of difference really mean ~ 
re13pect for the overall effectiveness of PRVTT in reducing the trial to issues of fact? This question 
is prompted by the fact that those who sep a difference have a strong preference for a live trial if 
they were the accused in a criminal trill I, suggesting that they may feel that tll" emotion associated 
with live testimony is to the advantage of the accused. 

Similarly, it would be interesting to explore the negative attitude of younger jurors. Is their 
reaction due to impatience, and the feeling that video display is rather static and lacks the 
dynamic character of live testimony? Do they prefer the opportunity to hear the objections by 
counsel and the judge ruling upon these objections, and other legal maneuvering? Perhaps the 
younger jurors would be more receptive to PRVTT if the court improved the recording techniques, 
increased the variety of viewing angles and distances, and made more use of split.screen 
presentations or other techniques to hold the jurors' attention. Or perhaps they are biased frum 
not having seen a live trial prior to their PRVTI experience? 

The upinions of all jurors should be solicited, either by means of a questionnaire or through 
a structured interview. While it may not be practical from the court administrator's point of view, 
it would be highly dpsirable to schedule the docket so that a given jury participates in both live 
trials and PR {TIs. If at all possible, the same jury should view one or more experimental PRVTT 
tapes in addition to one prerecorded trial using the more standard recording techniques. 

The court systems should experiment with the manner in which the PRVTT is displayed tG 

the jury. If there is a glare on the screen from room lighting, it may be possible to shield the 
screen or to use more or larger monitors. It would also be interesting to use a large.screen video 
projection system for a series of trials to determine juror response to this method of presentation. 

Those court systems using PRVTT should attempt to improve the quality of the trild tapes, 
pt.rticularly with respect to their sound. This may require the use of additional microphone:; and 
could require the use of lavalier microphones3 even though many attorneys dislike them. It is 
suggested that controlled experiments be conducted to establish the most acceptable recorull1g 

'l..avalit"r ,,'irrn[lhnn~5 Irt' !lmall rniC'nJphnnl'8 worn b) ('arb pnrJiril'ant. ul'uall) on" lapel. n(,I'klit". (lr .he rollar of a MOll!1e. 
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techniques. It would be desirable to vary only one factor at a time, such as making increased use 
of split-screen techniques during une trial, or making an effort to vary the viewing angle 
throughout the trial during a different trial r~cording. The period of time that a given scene is 
displayed without a chao °e in viewing angle or image size should also be the topic of experiment. 

In adrlition to effons on the part of individual court cystems to improve the techniques of 
recording and presentation, it would be desirable tv develop a new standardized questionnaire that 
could be administered to juror,; in any COUlt j • .!ri5Ji;;tion that utilizes PRVTT. Such a questionnaire 
could best be developed through a series of interviews with jurors following completion of their 
impanelment. The questionnaire would attempt to solicit information to enable a better 
understanding of the relationships between jurors' characteristics and their perceptions. 

Based upon the experience to date with PRVTT, there appears to be no reason why court 
systen!s should not utilize the medium to a greater extent for civil trials. Similarly, it would seem 
appropriate for courts to utilize PRVTT for criminal trials, at least on an experimental basis. 
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techniques. It would be desirable to vary only one factor at a time, such as making iD"reased use 
of split-screen techni~ues dllring one trial, or making an effort to vary the viewing angle 
throughout the trial during a different trial recording. The period of time that a given scene is 
displayed without a change in viewing angle or image size should also be the topic of experiment. 

In addition to efforts on the part of individual court systems to improve the techniques of 
recording amI presentation., it would be desirable to develop a new s~andardized questionnaire that 
could be administered to jurors in any court jurisdiction that utilizes PRVTT. Such a questionnaire 
could best be developed through a series of interviews with jurors following (~ompletion of their 
impanelment. The questionnaire would attempt to solicit ~nformation to enable a beiter 
understanding of the relationships between jurors' characteristics and their perceptions. 

Based upon the experience to date with PRVTT, there I1pp6u15 tv be nO reason why court 
systems should not Htilize the medium to a greater extent for civil trials. Similarly, it would seem 
appropriate for courts to utilize PRVTT for criminal trials, at least on an experimental basis. 
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APPENDIX A~-QiJestions Presenfed by the Judge to the Jury 

Ladies and gentlemen, as you have previously been told, all of the testimony in this case wiil 
be presented to you by videotape. There will be flO witnesses testifying personnally in this ease. 
While the testimony is being shown to you, I. as Judge, win not be present in the court room. I 
have :lir~ady reviewed the testimony and I have ordered certain objectionable questions, answers 
and I;omments of Counsel not to be seen or heard by you. During the showing of this testimony to 
you, lhe Attorneys mayor may not remain in the court room. They, also, have seen and heard all 
of the testimony that you will see. In other words, ladies dfJd gentlemen. you are the only 
participants in this trial who do not know what the testimony will produce. The question I have to 
address to all of you is: Will you think this case is less important because I. as Judge, am not 
prp,sent in the court room or because either or both of tht> Attorneys are not present? 

Traditionally, Judges ':1Od Attorneys play an active part in a trial. In this trial, uhul the 
commencement of the closing arguments neither I nor the Attorneys have any active role to play. 
So, again, I ask if there are any of you who are going to feel that thi!> case is not very important 
becau!;e the Attorneys and the Judge are absent. please raise your hands. 
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APPENDIX B-Statemeni' to Jur~li Prior to Starting Videotape 

LacHes and gentlemen, the opening statements having been concluded, Vie will take a brief 
recess while the videotape equipment is being prepared fOil" you. During the presentation of the 
videotape testimony you will be in charge of the Bailiff or the Operator of the equipment. They 
will ('all the recesses from time to time. During the showing of the testimony, you will conduct 
yoursl>lves 85 )'fiU would during a live trial; that is, you will not have any conversations among 
~()urselves while the testimony is being shown. From time to time during the testimony both the 
slIund and the picture will not be seen or heard by you. These sequences are done by the operator 
under my direetioil so that you will not hear some questions and answers and comments of 
Counsel. If. during the testimony, you do hear an objection made by Counsel. you are to ignore it 
hc('al~se that nbjc('tion has either been overruled or withdrawn. You are to attach no significance if 
you do hear an objection made. As we know fairly accurately how long all the testimony will take, 
you cnn expe('t to ('ommence deliberating on this case (this afternoon about 2:00 o'clock; tomarrow 
at 10:30, et('). 

19 



APPENDIX C-Survey (if Jurors' Re£~onses to Videotaped Trial 
Presentation 

1. Have you had prior el{perience as a juror? 

54 Yes 
223 No 

1 No Response 

If so, when L'nd where? 

Did the prior trials involve video.tape procedures? 

7 Yes 
47 Nu 

If so, please elaborate. (e.g., all testimony video.taped; only one witness on tape; etc.) 

2. Could you see the television presentation dearly at all times during the trial? 

.346 Always 
29 Usuallv 

Seldom 
Never 

3 No Response 

3. If you had any difficulty viewing the televi!;ion presentation, which of these factors 
contributed to that difficulty? 

3 not enough monitors 
6 had viewing distan(,e from scrc<'u 
8 poor eyesight 
6 poor quality videotape 

18 other (please describe) 
238 no response 

4. Do you feel that you could see the witnesses often and well enough to evaluate their 
testimony? 

247 saw witnesses wdl enoup;h 
21 ('ould have been better 

7 was not good enough 
3 no response 

5. Did you feel more, or less, involved with the witnesses than you would have, had the trial 
been live? 

19 more involved 

(9 see sig. diff.) {10 see no sig. diff.} 
114 same as live trial 

(40 see sig. diff.) (74 see no sig. diff.) 
133 less involved 

(88 see sig. diff.) (45 see no sig. diff.) 
1 other 

II no response 
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6. Do you have any comments on the quality of the camera work done in video taping this 
trial? For example, should there have been more close.up shots and camera angles, or more 
split-screen techniques employed? 

181 no suggestions/comments 
32 more close-ups 
18 more split screen 
6 more camera angles 
9 other 

39 no response 

7. What was your response to the setting in which the testimony was recorded? Do you have 
any suggestions for change? 

183 positive or generally satisfied 
22 no change desired 

9 negative to setting 
7 comments on noise 
5 comments that it was informal 

17 other 
35 no response 

8. Do you feel that your assessment of the trial testimony would be improved by use of color 
television? 

67 yes 
192 no 

10 other 
9 no response 

9. Did you notice movement of people ill and out of the courtroom during the television 
presentation? 

183 Yes 
94 No 

1 No response 

If so, did you find it distracting? 

63 Yes 
156 No 
59 No response 

• 

10. In your opinion, is there any difference between a videotcped trial and a live trial affecting a 
juror's ability to concentrate on testimony or on the proceedings in general? (Check all the 
answers that apply). 

87 live trial easier to concentrate 
(61 see sig. diff.) (24 see no sig. diff.) 

26 live trial ~ess confusing 
(23 see: sig. diff.) (3 see no sig. diff.) 

124 videotaped trial easier to concentrate 
(67 see sig. diff.) (54 see no sig. diff.) 

143 video~aped trial less ..;onfusing 
(69 see sig. diff.) (72 see no sig. diff.) 

3 same 
29 no response 
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11. Would you have preferred to watch the television presentation in a room other than the 
courtroom? 

10 Yes 
98 No 

169 Doesn't matter 
1 No response 

If so, why? 

12. Did your attention wander during the videotaped portions of the trial? 
7 quite a bit 

45 somewhat 
152 not very often 
72 not at all 

2 no response 

13. In addition !{' th:- television presentation of witnesses' testimony, would you also have liked 
to see other portion;; of ~~,u. Ellal on television? If 100, ple::f;il check which portions: 

37 judge's opening statements 
26 judge's closing statements 
31 attorney's opening statement<; 
21 attorney's closing statements 
21 judge's instructions 

192 no additional pam taped 
37 no response 

14. Please indicate which of these factors, if any, you feel are advantages of video.taped trials. 
(Check all the answers that apply). 

205 less time taken in the (;Ourtroom than in a live trial 
(109 see sig. diff.) (93 see no sig. diff.) 

142 less confusing in the courtroom than during a live trial 
(74 see sig. diff.) (67 see no sig. diff.) 

123 not as anxiety.provoking for the witnesses as in a live trial 
(73 see sig. diff.) (46 see no ',ig. diff.) 

137 easier for jurors to concentrate on testimony than in a live trial 
(73 see sig. diff.) (62 sep. no sig. diff.) 

1 other 
17 no response 

15. Please indicate which of these factors, if any, you feel are disadvantages in video.taped 
trials. (Check all the answers that apply). 

109 less ··1motional for jurors than in a live trial 
(51 see sig. diff.) (57 see no sig. diff.) 

19 more confusing for jurors than in a live trial 
(16 see sig. diff.) (3 see no sig. diff.) 

66 more difficult for the jurors to concentrate than in a live trial 
(45 see sig. diff.) (20 see no sig. diff.) 

49 jurors cannot be as confident about their decisions as in a live trial 
(37 see sig. diff.) (11 see no sig. diff.) 

8 other 
96 no response 
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16. Please comment on the courtroom atmosphere in this tdal compared with other trials at 
which you served as a juror. (If you have not previousJy served as a juror, please make a 
comparis(\n with what you feel courtroom atmosphere ought 10 be.) 

,":2 same or better 
22 worse 
32 other 

102 no response 

17. In your opinion, did the absence of the judge from the courtroom affect the trial in any way? 

14 Yes 
261 No 

3 No response 

If so, how? 

18. In your opinion as a juror, do you think there is any si~nificant diffe,t:hce between a live 
trial and a videotaped trial? 

143 Yes (62 male, 80 female) 
122 No (70 male, 52 female) 

13 No response (5 male, 7 female) 

If so, please comment on the difference or differences. 

19. If you were to be involved in a <:ivil court case similar to the case you served on and were 
offered the c~"ice of a live or a videotaped trial, which would you choose? 

Why would you make this choice? 

69 Live (20 male, 49 female) (55 see sig. diff.) 
170 PRVTI (92 male, n female) (80 see sig. diff.) 

11 No difference (8 male, 3 female) (3 see sig. diff.) 
12 Undecid::,d (6 male, 6 female) (4 see sig. diff.) 
16 No response (12 male, 4 female) (1 sees sig. diff.) 

20. If you were an accused in a criminal case, which form of trial would you choose? 

Why would you make this choic~? 

III Live (37 male, 74 female) (81 see sig. diff.) 
114 PRVTI (63 male, 50 female) (49 see sig. diff.) 

9 No difference (9 male, 0 female) (3 see sig. diff.) 
20 Undecided (I3 male, 7 female) {6 see sig. diff.} 
24 No response (15 male, 9 female) (5 see sig. cliff.) 

21. Age 

23. Occupation 

22. ~cx 137 Male 
139 Female 

2 No response 
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24. Occupation of Spouse 

AGE OCCUPATION 

18-20 2 Prof, tech, kindred 30 
21-30 46 Manager & admin, except 
31-40 51 farm 13 
41-50 66 Sales workers 8 
51-60 68 Clerical and kindred 27 
61-70 36 Craftsmen, foremen, 
71-80 3 kindred 32 
81-90 2 Operatives, except 
No response 4 transport 17 

Transport equipment 
operators 4 

Laborers, except farm 15 
Farmers & farm managers 2 
Farm laborers & foremen 1 
Service workers, except 

household 10 
Household workers 2 
Housewiv('~ 68 
Retired 29 
Not worklllg 3 
No response 17 
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